JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
After reading Dostoievsky's " Les Pr6coces ", it suddenly occurred
to me, a few pages from the end, that it was merely an episode
lifted from " Les Freres Karamazov ". The name Karamazov
does not occur in the first part of the book, and when it does
occur the translators somehow transmogrify it into " Chesta-
mazov ".
" Clayhanger III " proceeding pretty well. But bad nights
continue, so that after writing 1,100 words yesterday morn. I
was nearly prostrated at night.
Sunday, June jth.
Vernon came for lunch Tuesday, and had no progress to report.
The Edgar Selwyn's came for lunch and tea Friday. Edgar
told us about Alf . Woods, once a cheap-theatre manager, thence
out of that by cinemas, and now one of the chief N.Y. producers.
It was he who said after ist Act of " Milestones ", " Who is this
guy Bennett ? " ; after second, " No, you couldn't give it me 1 "
and after 3rd, " He's got me. It'll never stop running hi N.Y."
He says he smells a good or a bad play. Showing MS. of an
accepted play to Edgar he said : " Smell that. Smell it. Doesn't
it smell good ? " Once when listening to an idea for a play, he
sniffed all the time — sniff, sniff, sniff — and at the end said : " No,
that don't seem to me to smell very good." Once Michael Morton
intruded on him ; he refused to listen, but Michael made him.
Michael said : " My idea is for a little Russian girl who wants to
study, and she can't get away unless she takes the prostitute's
ticket — the yellow ticket as it is called. That's what they have
to do, you know." Said Woods, startled : " It is ? It is ? I'll
buy your play." Morton said it wasn't finished. " Never mind.
I'll buy," and he bought it on the spot. He always thus makes
up his mind at once, and won't wait. The legend is that he never
makes a mistake. But it can't be so.
Yesterday I finished ist chapter of "These Twain", 5,900
words, and I think it fairly good.    .
Sunday, June
Went to London by car last Wednesday morn.   Two tyre break-
downs.   Acute liver attack on previous day, and not recovered.
We dined at Ritz, with Robert Loraine, and Mimi Godebski,
as guests of Edgar Selwyn and wife. I took them all, and the
Retingers, to sooth performance of " Great Adventure ". After
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